CLOUD

REFERENCE
PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION FOUND IN NATURE
VOLUME AND WEIGHTLESSNESS
CHAMPAGNE

COMPOSITION
FEATHERWEIGHT SPHERES SUSPENDED FROM BRASS CHAIN MOUTH-BLOWN, FROSTED GLASS REFRACTS A CENTRAL LIGHT SOURCE

CLOUD : 37, AGED BRASS
CLOUD: 19, BLACKENED BRASS
**DIMENSIONS**
Ø 30 IN  
Ø 77 CM

**WEIGHT**
HEIGHT TO ORDER
APPROX. 20 LBS / 9 KG

**PRICE**
FROM $5850

**MINIMUM HEIGHT**
24 IN
ONLY OVERALL FIXTURE HEIGHT
41 IN AND ABOVE WILL INCLUDE A TOP STEM

**INCLUDES**
60 IN
ADD HEIGHT  
$10 / IN

**VOLTAGE**
120-240
UL / CE APPROVED  
MAX 60W

**LAMPING**
BULB INCLUDED
3 X 3W DIMMABLE LED BULBS
240 LUMENS EACH,
2500K COLOR TEMPERATURE
120V: E26 GLOBE M: MATTE WHITE
240V: E27 GLOBE M: MATTE WHITE

**BULB LIFE**
30,000 HOURS

**DEPOSIT**
50% UPON ORDER

**BALANCE**
PRIOR TO SHIPPING

**LEAD TIME**
PLEASE REFER TO WEBSITE

**CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE**
FINISHED AND ASSEMBLED BY HAND IN NY
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED COMPONENTS
**Cloud : 25**

**Dimensions**
- Ø 34 in
- Ø 86 cm

**Height to Order**

**Weight**
- Approx. 22 lbs / 10 kg

**Price**
- From $6850

**Minimum Height**
- 26 in

**Includes**
- Only overall fixture height

**Add Height**
- 60 in
- $10 / in

**Voltage**
- 120-240 V
- UL / CE approved

**Lamping**
- Max 60W
- 3 x 3W Dimmable LED bulbs
- 240 lumens each
- 2500K color temperature
- 120V: E26 globe M: matte white
- 240V: E27 globe M: matte white

**Bulb Life**
- 30,000 hours

**Deposit**
- 50% upon order

**Balance**
- Prior to shipping

**Lead Time**
- Please refer to website

**Customization Available**
- Finished and assembled by hand in NY
- Domestic and imported components
CLOUD: 31

DIMENSIONS
Ø 37 IN
Ø 94 CM

HEIGHT TO ORDER
WEIGHT
APPROX. 26 LBS / 12 KG

PRICE
FROM $7350

MINIMUM HEIGHT
28 IN

ONLY OVERALL FIXTURE HEIGHT
41 IN AND ABOVE WILL INCLUDE A TOP STEM

INCLUDES
60 IN

ADD HEIGHT
$10 / IN

VOLTAGE
120-240
UL / CE APPROVED

LAMPING
MAX 60W

BULB INCLUDED
3 X 3W DIMMABLE LED BULBS
240 LUMENS EACH,
2500K COLOR TEMPERATURE
120V: E26 GLOBE M: MATTE WHITE
240V: E27 GLOBE M: MATTE WHITE

BULB LIFE
30,000 HOURS

DEPOSIT
50% UPON ORDER

BALANCE
PRIOR TO SHIPPING

LEAD TIME
PLEASE REFER TO WEBSITE

CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE
FINISHED AND ASSEMBLED BY HAND IN NY
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED COMPONENTS
CLOUD: 37

DIMENSIONS
Ø 40 IN
Ø 102 CM
HEIGHT TO ORDER
WEIGHT
APPROX. 30 LBS / 14 KG
PRICE
FROM $8800
MINIMUM HEIGHT
32 IN
ONLY OVERALL FIXTURE HEIGHT
41 IN AND ABOVE WILL INCLUDE A TOP STEM
INCLUDES
60 IN
ADD HEIGHT
$10 / IN
VOLTAGE
120-240
UL / CE APPROVED
LAMPING
MAX 60W
BULB INCLUDED
3 X 3W DIMMABLE LED BULBS
240 LUMENS EACH,
2500K COLOR TEMPERATURE
120V: E26 GLOBE M: MATTE WHITE
240V: E27 GLOBE M: MATTE WHITE
BULB LIFE
30,000 HOURS
DEPOSIT
50% UPON ORDER
BALANCE
PRIOR TO SHIPPING
LEAD TIME
PLEASE REFER TO WEBSITE
CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE
FINISHED AND ASSEMBLED BY HAND IN NY
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED COMPONENTS
CLOUD : XL 37

DIMENSIONS
Ø 50.75 IN
Ø 129 CM

WEIGHT
HEIGHT TO ORDER
APPROX. 35 LBS / 16 KG

PRICE
FROM $15550

MINIMUM HEIGHT
36 IN
ONLY OVERALL FIXTURE HEIGHT
58 IN AND ABOVE WILL INCLUDE A TOP STEM
85 IN

INCLUDES
ADD HEIGHT
$10 / IN

VOLTAGE
120-240
UL / CE APPROVED

LAMPING
MAX 60W

BULB INCLUDED
3 X 3W DIMMABLE LED BULBS
240 LUMENS EACH,
2500K COLOR TEMPERATURE
120V: E26 GLOBE M: MATTE WHITE
240V: E27 GLOBE M: MATTE WHITE

BULB LIFE
30,000 HOURS

DEPOSIT
50% UPON ORDER

BALANCE
PRIOR TO SHIPPING

LEAD TIME
PLEASE REFER TO WEBSITE

CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE
FINISHED AND ASSEMBLED BY HAND IN NY
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED COMPONENTS
CLOUD : XL 49

DIMENSIONS
Ø 55 IN
Ø 140 CM
HEIGHT TO ORDER
WEIGHT
APPROX. 40 LBS / 18 KG
PRICE
FROM $21000
MINIMUM HEIGHT
42 IN
ONLY OVERALL FIXTURE HEIGHT
58 IN AND ABOVE WILL INCLUDE A TOP STEM
85 IN
ADD HEIGHT
$10 / IN
VOLTAGE
120-240
UL / CE APPROVED
LAMPING
MAX 60W
BULB INCLUDED
3 X 3W DIMMABLE LED BULBS
240 LUMENS EACH,
2500K COLOR TEMPERATURE
120V: E26 GLOBE M: MATTE WHITE
240V: E27 GLOBE M: MATTE WHITE
BULB LIFE
30,000 HOURS
DEPOSIT
50% UPON ORDER
BALANCE
PRIOR TO SHIPPING
LEAD TIME
PLEASE REFER TO WEBSITE

CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE
FINISHED AND ASSEMBLED BY HAND IN NY
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED COMPONENTS
CLOUD : XL 73

DIMENSIONS
Ø 68.5 IN
Ø 174 CM

HEIGHT TO ORDER

WEIGHT
APPROX. 45 LBS / 21 KG

PRICE
FROM $31000

MINIMUM HEIGHT
50 IN

ONLY OVERALL FIXTURE HEIGHT
76 IN AND ABOVE WILL INCLUDE A TOP STEM

INCLUDES
85 IN

ADD HEIGHT
$10 / IN

VOLTAGE
120-240

UL / CE APPROVED

LAMPING
MAX 60W

BULB INCLUDED
6 X 3W DIMMABLE LED BULBS
240 LUMENS EACH,
2500K COLOR TEMPERATURE
120V: E26 GLOBE M: MATTE WHITE
240V: E27 GLOBE M: MATTE WHITE

BULB LIFE
30,000 HOURS

DEPOSIT
50% UPON ORDER

BALANCE
PRIOR TO SHIPPING

LEAD TIME
PLEASE REFER TO WEBSITE

CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE
FINISHED AND ASSEMBLED BY HAND IN NY
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED COMPONENTS
CLOUD

AGED BRASS [LACQUERED]
OIL-RUBBED BRONZE [LACQUERED]
TARNISHED SILVER [LACQUERED] ADD 30%

METAL

BLACKENED BRASS